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Abstract 
We show that a first category homogeneous zero-dimensional Bore1 set X can be embedded 
in P(w) as an ideal on w if and only if X is homeomorphic to X xX if and only if X is 
Wadge-equivalent to X x X. Furthermore, we determine the Wadge classes of such X, thus 
giving a complete picture of the possible descriptive complexity of Bore1 ideals on w. We also 
discuss the connection with ideals of compact sets. 
1. Introduction 
Let w be the set of natural numbers, and Y(w) the power set of o. An ideal on o is 
a subset of g(o) which is closed under finite unions and subsets. Identifying Y(o) with 
the set of corresponding characteristic functions w + 2 = (0, l} we find that ideals on 
w correspond in a natural way to subspaces of the Cantor set 2”; thus, ideals on o can 
be studied from the viewpoint of descriptive set theory. 
A first step (although not made explicit) towards the determination of the levels of 
the Bore1 hierarchy in 2” where ideals on o occur was made by Lutzer, van Mill and 
Pol [19], where filters (i.e. duals of ideals) were used to construct function spaces of 
arbitrarily high Bore1 complexity. Their use of filters was subsequently isolated and 
improved by Calbrix [ 1,2] to construct filters on o that are z$complete, and for each 
countable ordinal a 2 3 filters that are XC,o-complete and filters that are H,0-complete 
(again, these filters were used to construct function spaces of different complexities). 
From another point of view, Zafrany [26,28] studied the complexities of certain 
natural Bore1 ideals on w; as Calbrix’ filters, they turned out to be either ,?Yz-complete 
or @‘-complete. All this left open the question whether Bore1 ideals can occur on the 
ambiguous levels of the Bore1 hierarchy; for example in [28] it was conjectured that 
there are no properly d: ideals. 
In this paper, we will obtain a complete solution to the problem of determining the 
possible complexities of Bore1 ideals on o. As it turns out, there are many ideals at the 
ambiguous levels of the Bore1 hierarchy, and their exact position in terms of their 
Wadge classes will be described. 
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First of all, note that an ideal 9 on w is a subgroup of 9(w), with symmetric 
difference as addition operation (in 2” this is just ordinary coordinatewise addition of 
characteristic functions); hence, 9 is (topologically) homogeneous. This implies in 
particular (see [S]) that 9 is either Baire or first category (for definitions, see 
Section 2). If 9 is Baire, and has the Baire property, then 9 contains a dense subset 
which is @ in Y(o). As in [2] this implies that 9 is topologically just 2” or some 2”. 
Hence, for other Bore1 ideals we will have to look among first category homogeneous 
subsets of P(w). We will establish the following simple criterion (Section 3). 
Theorem. If X is a homogeneous jirst category Bore1 subspace of P(o) such that X is 
homeomorphic to X x X, then X can be embedded in 9’(w) as an ideal on co. Conversely, 
zy9 is an injinite Bore1 ideal on o then 9 is homeomorphic to 9 x 3. 
We will also show that in the theorem, “homeomorphic” can be replaced by 
“Wadge-equivalent”. Using the analysis of the Bore1 Wadge classes in [lS] we 
subsequently derive from this theorem an inductive definition of the Wadge classes of 
the Bore1 ideals (Section 4); in particular, it will follow that each level di contains wi 
such classes. Since by [8] these Wadge classes in general contain only one first 
category homogeneous space, we obtain not only a precise description of possible 
Wadge classes for Bore1 ideals on o, but in fact a classification of Bore1 ideals on o up 
to topological type. 
Ideals of another nature that have been considered in the literature are ideals of 
compact sets, by Kechris, Louveau and Woodin [ll]. In that paper, (o-)ideals of 
compact subsets of a compact metrizable space E are studied as subsets of the 
hyperspace Z(E), i.e. the set of compact subsets of E with the Vietoris topology. It 
turns out that the results of this paper combined with a result about ideals of low 
complexity from [l l] quite easily yield a complete picture of the possible complexities 
of Bore1 ideals of compact sets (Section 5); it is interesting to contrast the descriptive 
scarcity of Bore1 a-ideals emerging from [l 11 with the results obtained here. Note that 
for this kind of ideals it is less natural to look for a classification up to topological 
type, since they are not necessarily homogeneous. 
The results of this paper grew out of an effort to determine the possible complexity 
of zero-dimensional absolutely Bore1 topological groups, see [9, lo]. As shown in 
[lo], the criterion X z X x X of the above theorem is also decisive at least in the case 
of (first category) absolute Bore1 sets of class di; beyond di, that problem is still open. 
For related work see also [3,4,5,27]. 
2. Preliminaries 
All spaces under discussion are separable and metrizable. 
We will assume that the reader is familiar with the basic facts of (descriptive) set 
theory and topology (see 112, 13, 22)). 
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We will write A z B if A and B are homeomorphic, and h: A z B if h is a homeo- 
morphism from A to B. A space X is$rst category if X can be written as a countable 
union of sets closed and nowhere dense in X; and Bake if the intersection of countably 
many dense open subsets of X is dense in X. 
Let Z be any space. Then P(Z) denotes the power set of Z, and P’,(Z) = {A EP(Z): 
A is finite}. If r G 9(Z), then F = {A c Z: Z - A E r} is the dual class of r, and 
d(T) = r n p is the ambiguous class ofr. r is called seEf_dual if r = p. 
For A, B g 2” we say that A is Wadge-reducible to B (notation A 6, B) if there 
exists a continuous function f: 2” -+ 2” such that A =f-l[B]. If both A Q,B and 
B < w A we write A = w B and say that A and B are Wadge-equivalent. 
Wadge-reducibility has an interpretation in terms of games: players I and II play 
alternately an element of 2 = (0, l}, II having the option of passing; if I produces 
CI E 2” and II produces /I E 2” then II wins the Wadge-game G,(A, B) if and only if 
[a E A iff fi E B]. An immediate consequence of Bore1 determinacy (see [20,21]) is the 
(strictly weaker; see [16, 173) Bore1 Wadge determinacy, also known as the Wadge 
Lemma: if A, B E 2” are Bore1 then either A Gw B or B Gw 2” - A. 
Define a (Borel) Wudge class to be any family of subsets of 2” of the form 
[B] = {A c 2”‘: A < w B) for B a (Borel) subset of 2”. An immediate consequence of 
the Wadge Lemma is that each non-self-dual Bore1 Wadge class r is generated by any 
element of r - f (that is, by any set that is r-complete). For Bore1 Wadge classes rr, 
r,, define rr d r, if r1 z r,, and l-i < r, if r1 c r, and r1 # r,. Another conse- 
quence of the Wadge Lemma is that either ri < r,, or ri E {Tz, i;}, or r, < rr. 
Furthermore, if ri < r, then also r1 < i;, (and hence F1 < r,, r;). Thus, if 
we consider d to be an ordering on pairs {r. p} of Bore1 Wadge classes, 
then < becomes a linear ordering, and in fact a well-ordering (see [24,25-J; 
also, [22]). 
A particularly useful way of describing the Bore1 Wadge classes is the following, 
taken from [15]. 
Definition 2.1. Let r, r’ E 8(2”), and let A E 2”. 
(a) (Differences) A E D,,(,?$‘) iff there is an increasing sequence (AS: [ < y) of _?Y,$‘-sets 
such that A = U&A, - u B<i A,), where [ ranges over all even (odd) ordinals < q 
if q is odd (even). 
(b) (One-sided separated unions) A E Sep(D,(Zi), r) iff A = (A,, n C) u (A, - C) for 
some C E O,(_& A0 E i;, A, E r. 
(c) (Two-sided separated unions) A E Bisep(D,(Zy), r, r’) iff A = (A, n Co) u 
(AI n C,) u (B - (Co u C,)) for some disjoint Co, Ci E D,(EF), and some A0 E r, 
AI Er,Bu. 
(d) (Separated unions) A E SU(L$‘, r) iff A = U,,,(A, n C,) for some sequences 
(C,), of pairwise disjoint ,?$-sets, (A,),, of elements of r. The set u,,<, C, is called 
the envelop of A. 
(e) (Separated differences) A E SD,((,?$, SU@‘, r)), r’) iff A = Usc,,(A, - UBclCB) 
u (B - Ur<,,C,) for some increasing sequences (AS : [ < q) of elements of 
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SU(ZF, r), and (C,: [ < q) of .?$-sets such that A, E C, c A,+ 1 and C, is the 
envelop of A,, and some B E r’. 
In the situation of (a) we write A = D&A,, 5 < q); in (c) and (e) we omit r’ if 
r’ = (0). Note that the classes D,(Z$ are the classical “small Bore1 classes” (see [13] 
or [14]). 
Louveau now selects a certain subset D of (o~)~, its elements being called descrip- 
tions; for each u E D, a non-self-dual Bore1 Wadge class r, in 2” is defined, as follows 
(note: an element of (o~)~ is sometimes viewed as a pair (oO, ul) or a sequence (u,), of 
elements of (wl)O; 0 E (ol)O has all coordinates 0). 
Definition 2.2. (a) 0 E D, r,, = (0). 
(b) If u = S-l^~-O, where 5 3 1, q 3 1, then u E D, r,, = DJZ~), 
(c) If u = 5-2-~-u*, where 4 2 1, q b 1, u* ED, u*(O) > 4, then u ED, 
r, = Sep(D,(Zj’), b). 
(d) If u = 5-3--yn(u,, ul), where tl 3 1, q 2 1, uo, u1 ED, ~~(0) > 5, ~~(0) 2 5 or 
u1 = 0, and r,,, < r,,,, then u ED, r, = Bisep(D,(Zy), r,,, r,,,). 
(e) If u = 5n4-(u,),, where 5 2 1, each u, E D, f’,” < T,,,, 1, (u,,(O)),, is non-decreasing 
and supu,(O) > 5, then u E D, r, = SU(ZF, un<_TU,). 
(f) If u = 4-5-r/-(u,, ul), where 5 > 1, vl > 2, uo, u1 ED, ~~(0) = 5, ~~(1) = 4, 
~~(0) 2 < or u1 = 0, and r,, < r,,,, then u ED, r, = SD,((Zy, I’,,,,), r,,). 
The classes {r,: u E D} u {FU: u E D} are precisely the non-self-dual Bore1 Wadge 
classes in 2”. 
It is an easy consequence of Definition 2.2 that if u(0) = 5 then Zj’ G r,,, and if in 
addition u(1) # 1 then ZF+l _ = I-,; we will make frequent use of these facts. 
Note that for an arbitrary space X we can define classes T,,(X) in a corresponding 
way. The following lemma is easily established by induction. 
Lemma 2.3. (a) Zf X c 2” and A c X then A E F’,(X) if and only if A = A’ n X for 
some A’ E r,,. 
(b) Zff: X + Y is continuous and A E r,,(Y) then f-l [A] E I’,(X). 
In this paper we are dealing with Bore1 ideals on o, and as noted in the introduction 
they can be considered as homogeneous subspaces of Cantor space. A thorough 
understanding of the classification of such spaces as contained in [8] is crucial for this 
paper, and for that reason [S] is really a prerequisite. Nonetheless, we will list some 
results on homogeneous Bore1 sets that will be used frequently; they are either stated 
literally in [S] (or [6], or [7]), or follow immediately from results therein. Some of 
them can also be deduced from [15] or [23] (on which [S] heavily relies). 
The next three lemmas list some properties of the Wadge classes of homogeneous 
Bore1 sets in 2”. 
Let d denote d(D,(L’~)). 
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Lemma 2.4. Let X be a homogeneous Bore1 subset of 2”, and let r = [X] denote the 
Wadge class of X. Suppose furthermore that X is not locally compact. 
(a) r E (T,,, p”} for some u E D with u(O) > 2. 
(b) ZfX isjrst category then SU(Z:, r) = r. 
(c) If A E r (resp. f’) and B z A then B E r (resp. F). 
(d) If A E r (resp. f) and F is 48 then A n F E r (resp. f). 
Proof. The relevant results from [IS] are the main Theorems 4.4.4,4.6.4 and 4.6.5; and 
for (b) in addition Lemma 4.2.11 (a) and Corollary 4.2.14. Part (c) is [S], Lemma 4.2.16 
if X $ d; if X E d (whence r E {D,,(Zz), 6,,(Z:)} for some n 3 1) the statement is 
classical (see e.g. [8], Lemmas 3.1.4 and 4.6.3). Part (d) follows from (a) and [S], 
Lemma 4.2.11(b). q 
A consequence of Lemma 2.4(c) is that, for all but the very simplest homogeneous 
Bore1 sets X in 2”, the Wadge class of X does not depend on the way X is embedded 
in 2”. 
We also have the following converse to Lemma 2.4(a). 
Lemma 2.5. Let u E D, u(O) > 2, and r E (T,,, p,,}. Then there exists a homogeneous 
Bore1 set X in 2” such that r = [Xl. If r = r,, or u(O) 3 3 then X can be chosenfirst 
category. 
Proof. If d E r just apply [S], Theorem 4.4.4. If d $ r then ZI: $ r so u(0) = 2 and 
u(1) = 1, whence r E {D,JZ$ D,@‘~)} f or some n 3 1; apply [S], Theorems 4.6.4 
and 4.6.5. 0 
Lemma 2.6. Let X $ A be a homogeneous Bore1 subset of 2”, and let r = [Xl. 
(a) If A E r (resp. F) and G is ZIi then A n G E r (resp. f’). 
(b) Zf A E r (resp. f) and F is Zi then A u F E r (resp. p). 
Proof. Apply Lemma 2.4(a) and [S], Lemma 4.2.12. 0 
It should be noted that the combination of the closure properties in Lemmas 2.4(c) 
and 2.6 is equivalent to the rather less perspicuous notion of “reasonably closed” as 
defined by Steel [23]; this observation is due to Louveau and Saint-Raymond [16]. 
Together with Theorem 4.4.4 of [S], Lemma 2.4(c) yields: 
Lemma 2.7. Let X and Y be homogeneous Bore1 sets in 2”, X, Y $ A, and suppose that 
X and Y are either bothfirst category or both Baire. Then X z Y ifand only $X cw Y. 
In other words, for homogeneous Bore1 sets X not in A, category combined with 
Wadge degree determines topological type, and conversely. We would like a similar 
result for (non-locally compact) homogeneous Bore1 sets X in A as well, but unfortu- 
nately on these lower levels a single Wadge class can be generated by two distinct 
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homogeneous spaces of the same category. This phenomenon starts with rationals 
Q and Q x 2”’ both having Wadge class Z$ and in a sense propagates through A before 
dying out (for details, see [S], Sections 3.4 and 4.6). Lemma 2.8 shows what can be 
salvaged in the general case. 
Remark. If X, Y E 2”’ then by the Wadge class of X x Y we understand [h[X x Y]] 
for some homeomorphism h : 2” x 2‘” + 2”. The choice of homeomorphism is irrel- 
evant: if g is another one, then gh-’ witnesses h[X x Y] =, g[X x Y]. 
Lemma 2.8. Let X be a non-locally compact homogeneous Bore1 set in 2”. Then 
XzXxXifandonlyifX =,XxX. 
Proof. If X # A we can apply Lemma 2.7, and “only if” follows from Lemma 2.4(c). So 
assume X E A and X --w X x X. Then X x X x X because of the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.9. Let X E A be a non-locally compact homogeneous Bore1 set in 2” such that 
X =,XxX. ThenXz:““orXzQoorXzQx22”orXzQxxw”. 0 
This lemma is an easy consequence of the results of Section 4 of this paper (in 
particular Lemmas 4.9 and 4.15) but can also be deduced more directly using the 
results of [Xl, Chapter 3. 
In fact, Lemma 2.7 does hold for some sets in A. Fortunately, we don’t have to go 
into the tedious details of describing exactly which ones, since we will only need: 
Lemma 2.10. Let X be a homogeneous Bore1 set in 2”. Then X z Q x CO”’ ifand only if 
x =,QxuP. 
Proof. Up to homeomorphism, X is the only homogeneous Bore1 set with 
[X] = D2(Z!$, see [S], Section 4.6. 0 
We will also need: 
Lemma 2.11. Let X be a non-locally compact homogeneous Bore1 set in 2” such that 
X is a closed subset of the Bore1 set Y in 2”. Then X d w Y. 
Proof. Let r = [Xl. If X &,, Y then by the Wadge Lemma Y < w 2” - X, so YE f 
whence X E F by Lemma 2.4(d). But then r is self-dual, contradicting Lemma 
2.4(a). 0 
The remaining lemmas of this section state some properties of the Wadge classes r, 
that are closely related to the form of their descriptions u, and are therefore somewhat 
more technical to state. 
The first of these concerns separated unions. 
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Lemma 2.12. Let u = 5n4n(u,), E D, and let A E r, with envelop C. 
(a) Zf F is a Z!$set, then A u F E r, with envelop C u F. 
(b) C - A E r, with envelop C. 
Proof. Part (a) is a stronger form of [S], Lemma 4.2.11 (b), which in turn is a stronger 
form of [15], Lemma 1.4. It follows from the proof of [15]. 
For (b), note that if r = unru, then r is self-dual since T,,” < T,,,,, for each n; 
thus, if A = U,(A, n C,) with each A, E r and (C,), a pairwise disjoint sequence of 
X:-sets with u”C, = C, then C - A = u,((2” - A,) n C,) E SU(Z;O, r) = r, with 
envelop C. q 
The following lemma indicates some of the Wadge order-relationships between the 
different described classes. 
Lemma 2.13. (a) If u = ~nln-y,-O~ D, v = 5-lnr/2nO~ D, and q1 < q2, then 
r, < r,. 
(b) If u = (f-2-_rl-u* ED then r,,* < r,. 
(c) I.. u = 5^3^q^(u,, 0) E D, v = 5^3^q-(u,, ul) E D with u1 # 0, then r,, < 
r, < r,. 
(d) Zfu = ~^4-(u,), thenfor each n, rum < r,,. 
(e) I.. u = 5n5-qln(u0, 0) ED, and v = 5n5”q1n(u0, ul) E D with u1 # 0, w = 
Sh5-y2-(uO,O) E D, and ql < q2, then r,,, < r, < r, < r,. 
Proof. By the remarks at the beginning of this section, r < r' if and only if 
r u p’ C_ r’. We only prove (c) and (e) since (a) is well known, and (b) and (d) are 
rather obvious. 
(c) It is easy to see that r,, < r, and that r, E r,, so suppose A E fu. Write 
2”’ - A = (A, n C,) u (A, n C,) with C,,, Ci E D,,(Z,f) pairwise disjoint, A0 E FM,, 
and Al E r,,. Since Ul ZO, 2~ E r,, whence A = ((2” - A,) n C,) u 
((2” - A,) n C,) u (2” - (C, u C,)) E Bisep(D,(Zi), ru,,, I’,,) = r,. 
(e) Note that < 2 2 by definition of D. Since r,,, c r,, E r, c r, is easy (the last 
inclusion because of r,, E r,,), we prove that fU, c r,,, f,, c r, and FU G r,. First, 
let A E F,,, and suppose 2” - A E r,, has envelop C. Then A = (C n A) u (2” - C). By 
Lemma 2.12(b), C n A E r,,, with envelop C, and also 2” E r,,,, so 
A E SD,((ZF, r,,,)) c r,. Next, let A E pu, and write 2” - A = Ur<sl(Ar - lJa<I~,) 
as in Definition 2.1(e). Again by Lemma 2.12(b), each C, - A, E r,, with envelop C,, 
and by Lemma 2.12(a), each B, = (C, - A,) u Us<sC,~ r,, with envelop 
c, u &[C, = C,. Then B5~C5~By+l, and 2” E r,,, since ui # 0, so 
A = u,<,,((C, - AS) - us<&,) u (2” - (i._h<q, Cc)) = U+JB< - UP<&,) 
u (2” - dJr<Il1 cc)) E sD,,(@, w, r,,) = r,. Finally, let A&, say 
2” - A = &,,(As - us<&) u (B - U (<,,,Cr;). With B, as above, we find that 
A = U~<Vi(B~ - iJpCIcp) u ((2”’ - B) - lJ5<41 c,), so since 2” - BE r;l, E r,, (for 
r,, < r,,) we have A ~SD,,+l((zyO,ru,)) E r,. 0 
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The next lemma is part of a much more general collection of results by Louveau and 
Saint-Raymond [lS]. However, [18] deals with ww while we work in 2”, so we give 
a proof (which is basically just extracted from [ 1 S] - and translated). We need the 
following addition to Definition 2.1. 
Definition 2.1. (f) (Partitioned unions) A E PU(AF, r) iff A = U,,,(A, n C,) for 
some sequences (C,), of pairwise disjoint A:-sets with Unc, C, = 2”, (A,), of elements 
of l-. 
Thus, PU(AT, r) consists precisely of the elements of SU(,?$‘, r) that have envelop 
2”. The lemma states that the behaviour of r, or f” under the operation of taking 
partitioned unions is determined by u(O). 
Lemma 2.14. Let u E D be a description, u(O) > 1, and let r E {ru, Fu}. Then 
u(0) = max(5: PU(AF, lJ = r}. In particular, r is closed under intersections with 
A&,-sets. 
Proof. Clearly, it suffices to prove the lemma for r = r,. By [8], Lemma 4.2.1 l(a), 
SU(ZF, r) = r if u(O) = a, so u(O) G maxi{: PU(AF, r) = r}. For the other inequal- 
ity, note that it follows rather immediately from Definition 2.2 that each element of 
r can be written as a A0 <+ r-partitioned union of sets in A(T) (for ,?$ this uses the fact 
that such a set can be decomposed as a disjoint union of Ai-sets, see [13]). Now, if 
r were closed under A0 (+ r-partitioned unions, then so would be r;, whence also A(T). 
But then each element of r would be in PU(A,$‘+I, A(T)) = A(T), contradicting the 
fact that r is non-self-dual. 0 
By Lemma 2.14, we can define the level n(r) of the non-self-dual Bore1 Wadge class 
r as /I(r) = u(O) if r E {r,,, II}, since the level of r does not depend on the particular 
choice of description. Using this definition, we can state our next lemma, which will be 
of crucial importance in Section 4. 
Lemma 2.15. Let [X] = r E {r,, f,,}, with u(0) 2 2, and put r’ = [X xx]. Then 
n(ry 2 n(r). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.5, we can assume that X is homogeneous. Then X xX is also 
homogeneous, so r’ is non-self-dual by Lemma 2.4(a). Let < = u(O) = n(r), then by 
Lemma 2.14 it suffices to show that r’ is closed under A:-partitioned unions. So 
suppose A E PU(AF, r’), say A = u&4,, n C,), where (C,), is a partition of 2” into 
A:-sets and each A, E r’. Let fn : 2” -+ 2” x 2” be such that fn- ’ [X x X] = A,, and let 
fn = (fnl, f:). Then A, = (fn’)-lcxl n ~.Lz)-lcxI so A = ~n((fn’)-lcxI n 
UT ‘C-U n C,) = i_M(fn’)- ‘C-U n Cd n I_L((fi)-’ C-U n G) since (CA is 
a partition. But Y, = U,((fn’)-l[X] n C,) E PU(A& r) = r by Lemma 2.14, and 
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similarly Y, = u,,((fn2)- 1 [X] n C,) E r. Now if g1 , g2 : 2”’ + 2” witness Yi, Y2 6 ,,, X 
then(g,,g2):2”-+2”x2”witnesses Y,n Y2 GwXxX,soA= Yin Y,E~‘. 0 
3. The structure of Bore1 ideals 
In this section we will establish the theorem stated in the introduction. The proof of 
its second part is fairly easy. 
Lemma 3.1. Let 9 be an injnite Bore1 ideal on o. Then 9 z 3 x 4. 
Proof. If $ is Baire then 9 E 2”, so assume that 9 is first category. Then in particular 
3 and 9 x 9 are not locally compact. Define f: z?(o) x P(w) -+ S(U) by 
f(x, y) = x u y. Thenfis continuous, and it is easily checked that_/-’ [4] = 9 x _%, 
since 9 is an ideal. Thus, 3 x 9 d w 9 and since clearly 9 d w 9 x 9 we have in fact 
9 x 9 --w 9. Now apply Lemma 2.8. 0 
Remark. From the above proof, we see that 9 E, 9 x 9 if 9 is first category. If 
9 z 2O, then by [S], Theorem 4.6.6, we have [x] = (2”) (if 9 = 2”) or [S] = dy (if 
9 # 2” is clopen) or [S] = Z7,” (if 9 is not open). It immediately follows that 
$ sw 9 x 9 in this case as well. 
As to the other implication of the main theorem, we first consider the homogeneous 
Bore1 sets of low complexity. 
Lemma 3.2. Let X be homeomorphic to Q or Q x 2”. Then X can be embedded in P(o) 
as an ideal. 
Proof. If X z Q then X can be embedded as the ideal of finite subsets of o. If 
X z Q x 2”, then we identify P(o) with P(o + o) = P(o) x9’(,) and embed X as 
{(x, y): x is finite}. 0 
We now introduce some terminology, following [l]. Let 2’” = un<w2” be the set 
of all functions n -+ 2 (n < co). On 2’” we use < to denote function extension, that is, if 
s, t E 2’” then s < t ifs is an initial segment oft. A branch of 2’” is a maximal linearly 
ordered (with respect to <) subset of 2’“. We denote by K the set of all branches of 
2’“. If X c 972’“) then we write X = {y l 9’(2<~): y c x for some x E X}, 
X = {y E X:Oy is infinite}, and Xr = X - 2. 
Since 2’” is countable, P(2’“) is naturally homeomorphic to 2”; for each pair e, 
f of finite disjoint subsets of 2’” we denote by [e,f] the basic clopen subset 
{x E 8(2’“): e G x and x nf= @} of 8(2’“). It is not hard to see that both K and 
k are homeomorphic to 2”. 
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Lemma 3.3. Let X be a homogeneous first category Bore1 subspace of P(o) such that 
X = X x X. Then X can be embedded in 9(m) as an ideal on co. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 we can assume that X is not homeomorphic to G! or Q x 2”, so 
that by Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9 either X z Q x ww or X $ d. We denote by F the Wadge 
class of (any copy of) X in (any copy of) 2”. Throughout the proof, we will work in 
8(2’“) rather than 9(w). 
Claim 1. k contains a subset Y with the following properties: 
(i) Y is Wadge-equivalent to X; 
(ii) Y is hereditary; 
(iii) if y E Y, and b E K is such that y G b, then y v e E Y for each finite e G b; in 
particular, Y contains Kf. 
Indeed, first suppose that X x Q x ww. Take a countable dense subset Q of K and 
define, for q E Q, Y, = {x E q: q - x is infinite}. Put Y = Usse Y,. Clearly Y is 
hereditary. For (iii), first note that Kt c Y since Q is dense in K. Thus, it suffices to 
prove (iii) for infinite co-infinite y G q E Q. However, for such y, q is the only branch 
containing y, and for each finite e, y u e will still be co-infinite in ‘q. To prove (i), we 
show that in fact Y z X (and then apply Lemma 2.10). By [8], Theorem 3.2.4, it 
suffices to show that each Y, is a copy of ow which is closed and nowhere dense in Y. 
Now B(q) z 2”’ and B(q) - Y, is a countable dense subset of B(q), hence Y, z o”; 
and since Y, = B(q) n Y we have that Yg is closed in Y. Let e and f be finite subsets of 
2 cm such that [e, f] n Y, # 8. Put n = max{ 1 s 1: s E e u f } and let p be the initial 
segment of q of length n. Since Q is dense in K there exists q’ E Q, distinct from q, and 
extending p. Then (Y n [e, f 1) - Y4 contains e u x for each non-empty co-infinite 
subset x of q’ - q. 
Now suppose that X 4 d. Embed X densely in K, and put Y = X. Since X is dense 
in K, we have Kt E Y, so again we need only prove (iii) for infinite y E Y. But if 
y G b E K then b E X so in fact 9(b) c Y. For (i), note that Y = Kt u X, and let 
h : l? + K be the continuous map assigning to x E i( the unique branch containing x. 
Applying Lemma 2.3, we find that X = hh’[X] E r(K), so X = X’ n K for some 
X’ E F. However, l? is a @-set so X E F by Lemma 2.6(a), and since Kr is zz (in fact 
countable) also YE F, by Lemma 2.6(b). Thus, Y Gw X. That X < w Y follows from 
the fact that Y n K = X and Lemma 2.11. Clearly, Y is hereditary, thus completing 
the proof of the claim. 
The required copy of X will turn out to be the ideal 2 generated by Y. We first 
proceed to prove that Z d ,,, X. 
For each tE2<“’ define F, = {x E I?: t < p for each p E x}; then Ft is closed in 
k whence compact. Furthermore, for n > 1, let &: (8(2’“))“+ 972’“) be the 
continuous mapping assigning to (x0, . . ..x.- i) the union Uicnxi, and 
M, = {sE(~<~)": for all i #j, Isil = lSj[ and Si # Sj}. 
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Claim2. Z= {eux:eE~‘f(2<W)andxEU,~1U,.M”~~[ni,.(F,in Y)]). 
Indeed, first note that Z = (uiG,yi: n > 1, each yi E Y} since Y is hereditary. In 
particular, since Y contains Kr which contains all one-point subsets of 2’“, Z contains 
9f(2<0). Also, each 4,, [n i E n(F,, n Y)] consists of finite unions of elements of Y, thus 
establishing “ 2 ” of the claim. For “ c “, let z E Z, say z = Uic,yi. Since Y E K, 
each yi is contained in a branch bi, and (taking together yi which are contained in the 
same branch if necessary) we may assume that the bi are distinct. Thus, for some k > 0, 
the initial segments si of length k of the bi are distinct. Putting ei = {p E yi: p < si} and 
e= Uicn If e. we obtain z = e u 4”((yi - ei)ien). Clearly, si < p for each p E yi - ei 
(although possibly yi - ei = @!) and yi - ei E Y E R since Y is hereditary, SO 
yi - ei E FSi n Y, Since the si are distinct and of the same length, s = (sf)ien E M,, and 
we are done. 
Claim 3. For each n 3 1 and s E M,, ~~5.1 flisn F,, is injective, and hence a homeomorphic 
embedding. 
Indeed, suppose that Uisn Xi = Ui,,yi, with each Xi, yi E FSi. Fix i E n and p E Xi, 
Then si < p, and p E yj for somej whence sj < p. But si and sj are incompatible if i #j, 
SO p E yi. It follows that xi G yi, and similarly yi E xi. 
Claim 4. For each n 3 1 and s E M,, 
Indeed, that “ E ” holds is obvious, SO let x E nien Fsi be such that Uisnxi E Z. Fix 
i E n; it suffices to show that xi E Y. If xi is finite, this is certainly the case, for xi E K and 
Y 2 Kr, so suppose that xi is infinite. By Claim 2, we can find e E 9r(2<w), m > 1, 
t E M, and y E nj.~(Ftj n Y) such that x = e u Uje,yj. Let b be the unique branch 
containing xi. Now if 1 is such that y, contains infinitely many elements of xi then b is 
also the unique branch containing y, whence cl =$ b. By definition of M,, the tj are 
incompatible, so there is exactly one such 1. It follows that there exists a finite e c xi 
such that Xi G y, u e E b. By (iii) of Claim 1, yr u e E Y, SO xi E Y since Y is hereditary. 
Claim 5. For each n 3 1 and s E M,, 4. [ nisn (FS, n Y)] E r. 
Indeed, first note that YE r whence by Lemma 2.5(d) FSi n YE r, or, alternatively, 
F,, n Y 6, X. Hence (F,, n Y)” G,,, X”. But by assumption X x X x X, or equiva- 
lently X x X zW X, SO [Xn] = r. Since 4. [nisn(Fsi n Y)] z ni,,(Fs, n Y) by 
Claim 3, the current claim follows from an application of Lemma 2.4(c). 
Let e E Pf(2<-) and define 9)e = {x E 8(2’“): x n e = s}; then ge is compact. For 
each n 3 1 and s E M,, put Z(n,s, e) = 4n[fli.“(F,i n Y)] n 9,. By Claim 4, 
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&,[nis,,(Fs, n Y)] is closed in Z so each Z(n, s, e) is closed in Z as well, and 
furthermore Z(n, s, e) E r by Claim 5 and Lemma 2.4(d). Define Ge: $72’“) + 972’“) 
by $Jx) = x u e. Then $, is continuous whence closed. Note that $,IB, is injective, 
whence $e 1 Pe is a homeomorphic embedding. Since Z is an idea1 containing Pr(2<9, 
we have $; ’ [Z] = Z, so I/, is also closed as a mapping Z + Z. Thus, we conclude 
that $,[Z(n, s, e)] is a closed subset of Z, and that, being homeomorphic to Z(n, s, e), 
IC/JZ(n, s, e)] E r by Lemma 2.4(c). Now, using Claim 2, it is not hard to verify 
that Z = U{$JZ( II, s, e)]: n 2 1, s E M,, e E 8,(2’“‘)}. Reduce {$,[Z(n, s, e)]},,,,. 
to a family { W(n, s, e)}n,s,e of pairwise disjoint z!-sets, then Z = 
un,s, .($,[Z(n, s, e)] n W(n, s, e)) E SU@, r), so Z E r by Lemma 2.4(b). 
Thus, we have shown that Z 6, X. Since Y = Z n i we find that Z cannot be 
a closed idea1 so that Z is first category. To complete the proof of the theorem, by 
Lemmas 2.7 and 2.10 it now suffices to show that X 6, Z. This follows easily from 
Lemma 2.11 using the fact that Z is Bore1 (since Z 6, X), and that Y = Z n k is 
a closed subspace of Z which is Wadge-equivalent to X. 0 
Thus, we have proved: 
Theorem 3.4. If X is a homogeneous first category Bore1 subspace of 9(o) such that 
X is homeomorphic to XxX, then X can be embedded in 9(o) as an ideal on w. 
Conversely, if9 is an infinite Bore1 ideal on o then 9 is homeomorphic to 9 x 9. 
Using Lemma 2.8 and the remark following Lemma 3.1, the theorem can also be 
stated in the following form. 
Theorem 3.5. If X is a homogeneous first category Bore1 subspace of 9’(o) such that 
X is Wadge-equivalent to X x X, then X can be embedded in .9(o) as an ideal on o. 
Conversely, if9 is an infinite Bore1 ideal on w then $ is Wadge-equivalent to 4 x 9. 
4. Wadge classes of Bore1 ideals 
In this section we will determine the possible Wadge classes of Bore1 ideals. Since all 
Baire Bore1 ideals are closed, we will restrict ourselves to the first category ideals. Of 
course, by the results of the previous section, these Wadge classes can be described as 
the classes [X] where X is homogeneous first category and X =,X x X. However, 
what we are looking for is a nice inductive description using Louveau’s operations as 
defined in Definitions 2.1 and 2.2, much like the description in Cl83 of the Bore1 
Wadge classes which have the reduction property. 
An infinite ordinal y is indecomposable if g cannot be represented as ylI + q2 with ql 
and q2 both less than q (see [12]). A sequence (u,), of descriptions is admissible if 
(~~(0))~ is non-decreasing and T,,, < Tun+I for each n (compare Definition 2.2(e)). 
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Define a set Do* of descriptions as follows: 
Do* = {<^l^~^O E D: 5 > 1, and q E {1,2} or 
q is decomposable} 
Thus, {rU: u E Do*} consists of all D&Z:) with q E {1,2} or q indecomposable. 
Also, define a set fiO of admissible sequences of descriptions by 
fi, = ((u,,),, ED”: for some 1 d 5 < wi, u,, = i_-l^rl,^O, where 
(I],,)” is strictly increasing and sup(v],) is indecomposable} 
Thus, {Unru,: (u,), E Do} = {UaGsDo(Z~): n is indecomposable, 1 d 5 < ml}. 
Now let D* and fi be the smallest classes containing DE respectively Do which 
satisfy the following closure properties: 
(I) if u = 5-4~(u,), E D and (u,), E 6, then u E D*; 
(II) if u = 5-5--q-(u,, 0) E D, where q is indecomposable and u0 E D*, then u E D*; 
(III) if (u,), is admissible and each u, E D*, then (u,), E 6; 
(IV) if u, = 5-5-q,,-(u, 0) ED, where (q,), is strictly increasing and sup(q,) is 
indecomposable, and u E D*, then (u,), E 5. 
Remark. D* and 0” can be thought of as built from 0: and &, in o1 stages, where the 
sets D,* and Da at stage c( are obtained by closing UpCoIDz and U,rCaD”p under 
(I) -(IV). 
We will show that {rU: u ED*, u(O) 2 2) u (@‘: f 3 3) = {[Xl: X is homogeneous 
first category and X =,XxX} = {[Xl: X. 1s a first category Bore1 ideal on o}. 
The reason for introducing 0” is that (roughly speaking) SU(ZF, r) is closed under 
products if and only if r is. Now, in the definition of descriptions yielding a class 
SU(E,O, f ), r is a countable union of described classes, so we have to investigate which 
of these unions are closed under products. As we will see, D describes them. Note that 
closure property (IV) links 0” back to D*. 
We will first prove that classes described by D* are closed under products. The 
proof is by induction. 
Lemma 4.1. For each indecomposable ordinal q < co1 and each 1 < n < o there exists 
a well-ordering < = -C ,,.,, of q-n x 9-n satisfying thefollowing propertiesfor all c(, /I, y, 
6 < q*n: 
6) ifa < P then (a, Y) < (P, Y); 
(ii) ifv =L 6 then (a, y) < (a, 6); 
(iii) $(a, p) < (y, 6) then either c( < y or p < 6 (or both); 
(iv) ifboth CI and /3 are odd then (a, /I) has an immediate < -predecessor, denoted (CL, p)-, 
which has at least one even coordinate; 
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(v) < well-orders ye -n x y -n in type ye. n2; in particular, ifn = 1, < well-orders q x ye in 
type ‘I; 
(vi) the restriction of < to {(M, /I): both CI and p are odd} has type r.n2. 
Proof. We first prove the lemma for n = 1. It is well known that the indecomposable 
ordinals less than o1 are precisely the & where 1 < n < 0,; we will use induction 
on n. 
First, let <a well-order w x cc) = Uncw ({n} x n) u ((n + 1) x {n}) in the obvious 
way in type In<& + n + 1) = w. 
Ifq=w gfl then put q’ = &. Now an element of q = Cnq’ can be viewed as a pair 
(a,n)withcr<q’andn<w.Define <,onqxnby 
((~1, n), (P, m)) < ((Y, k), (&I)) if and only if 
(n, m) < o (k, 0 or C(n, m) = (k, I) and (a, B) < ,,, (y, S)]. 
Thus, < tl is obtained by replacing each element of (o x w, qw) by a copy of (n’ x $, 
< VP). 
If lim(p), with say (p”),, increasing to p, then put q,, = &n. An element of v] = Cnv,, 
can be viewed as a pair (01, n) with a < q,, and n < co. Define < ,, on q x rl by 
((a, n), (B, m)) < (fit k), GO) if and only if 
(n, m) < ,(k, 1) or C(n, m) = (k, 1) and (a, B) < ,.,,(Y, 41, 
where vnsrn = vmax(n,m). Thus, <‘I is obtained by replacing (n, m) E (o x CO, < ,) by 
a copy of (nn x qrn, < V..m). 
It is not hard to verify that the well-orderings <,, satisfy (i)-(vi). 
Restricting < V. w to u - n x r] - n clearly gives the desired result for n > 1. 0 
Lemma 4.2. Let ye be an indecomposable ordinal, and 1 < n < CO. If X, YE D,.,(J$‘) 
then X x YE Dq.nz(Zo). 
Proof. Put 0 = q-n. Write X = &(A,, i < O), Y = D,(B,, 5 < 19) for some increasing 
sequences (A&, (B& of Z,j’-sets, and for each (GI, p) E 8 x f3 define 
X (a,fi) = u IA, x Bd: (Y> 6) G (CG 8)3. 
Using Lemma 4.l(vi), let 4:{i<q-n2: i is odd} + ((cz,/~)E~x~: both a and b 
are odd} be an isomorphism. By property (iv) of Lemma 4.1, we can extend 4 over 
q .n2 by defining 4(i) = $(l + l)- for even [ < u] -PI’. Clearly the extension still 
preserves < . 
Now (X,,,,), is an increasing sequence of ZF-sets of length r) - n2, and we claim that 
XxY=D 7.n~(XB(ij, [ < q - n’). First, let (x, y) E X x Y. Then for some odd a, p < 13 we 
have XEA,- Ua)<oA,P, yeBB- u pS < BBPS. In particular, (x, y) E A, x B, G X,,, pj. 
Let [ < v - n2 be odd such that 4(c) = (c(, p). We claim that (x, y) # UrFcr X,,,,,. Indeed, 
otherwise (x, y) E A, x B, for some (y, 6) =z (a, p). By Lemma 4.l(iii) we must have 
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either y < M or 6 < b, say y < c(. But then x E A, c UafcaA,,, a contradiction. Thus, 
(X> v) E X,,<, - ur,<ixsci,,. For the other inclusion, let (x, y) E X,,,, - us,csX+ci,, for 
some odd [ < r] - n2, and put (a, /I) = 4(i). Then !x and /I are both odd, and 
we claim that x E A, - u.,<,A,,, and y E B, - UP,<,r~P,. If [ = [’ + 1 then 4([‘) = 
6(i)_ = (a, P)_, so X,,,,, = u {A, x Bd: (Y, 6) < (a, P)]. Thus, (x, Y) E u {A, x B>: 
(y, 6) d (a, B)} - U {A, x Bd: (y, 6) < (CI, /I)} E A, x B,. If, on the other hand, 
x E Ua% A,,, then (x, y) E A,, x B, for some Co < cc; but (E’, 8) < (CI, /3) by (i) of Lemma 
4.1, so (x, Y) E Xc&P)- = X&,#,, a contradiction. Similarly, y 4 UBfPB~D,, and we are 
done. Cl 
Remark. I am indebted to K.P. Hart for isolating the order <,, from my original 
proof of Lemma 4.2, thus making it much more digestible. 
Lemma 4.3. Let 1 d n < w. Zf X, YE Dzn(,Z$, then X x YE Dz,+(,?$). 
Proof. Consider the proof of Lemma 4.2, taking YI = 2. Well-order 2n x 2n by the 
restriction of cw, and note that we can define an isomorphism 4: (m < 2n2: 
m odd} --f {(k, I) E 2 n x 2n: both k and 1 are odd} since both sets have cardinality n2. 
Now proceed as in Lemma 4.2. 0 
The preceding lemmas will provide us with the basis for our induction. The next 
two lemmas will be used to take care of the inductive step. The first of these shows that 
if r is closed under products, then so is SU(J$, r). In fact, we prove a somewhat 
stronger statement. 
Lemma 4.4. Let r G 972”) be such that ij” A, B E r then A x B E r. lf X E SU(,?$, r) 
with envelop C, and YE SU(.Z$‘, r) with envelop D, then X x YE SU(ZF, r) with 
envelop C x D. 
Proof. Write X = U,(X, n C,), Y = U.(Yn n Q,), where X,, Y, E r, and (CA, (DA 
are sequences of pairwise disjoint Zg-sets such that lJnCn = C, UnDn = D. By as- 
sumption, each X, x Y, E r, so X x Y = U,,,((X, x Y,) n (C, x D,)) E SU(q, r) 
with envelop U,,,(C, x D,) = C x D. 0 
We now turn to separated differences and prove a lemma very similar to Lemma 
4.2. Recall the well-ordering < from Lemma 4.1. 
Lemma 4.5. Let r E 8(2”) be such that if A, BE r then A x B E r. Suppose 
u = 5-5-y - n-(u,,, 0) is a description with q an indecomposable ordinal or ty = 1, 
1 d n -c co, and r,,, = SU(.Z?, r). If X, YE r, = SD,.,((q, r,,)), then X x YE 
SD,.&W:, r,,)). 
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Proof. Put 0 = q-n. Write X = Ucce(A, - Ur,<iCic), Y = Urce(Bc - UrfciDs,) as 
in Definition 2.1(e), and for each (c(, /?) E q x ye, define 
Xca,~) = (A, x B,v) ” u (C, x Da: (Y, 6) < (~(3 8)). 
By Lemma 4.4, A, x B, E I-,,, with envelop C, x D,, so by Lemma 2.12(a), X,,. B) E r,, 
with envelop Zccl,BJ = u {C, x Da: (Y, 6) d (a, !I)>. 
Let 4 : fj - n2 + (0 x 8, < ) be an isomorphism. Now clearly, for each i < q - n2, 
&a, c -G,, E X,K + I), and we claim that Xx Y = Ur<,JX,,,, - Ur,<iZ+ci,,). 
First, let (x, y) E: X x Y. Then for some SI, /I < u] we have x E A, - lJap cm C,,, 
YEBIJ - us,<s B D ,. In particular, (x, y) E A, x ps c X,,, 8j. Let [ < q * n2 be such that 
$09 = (CI, P). We claim that (x, y) 4 U~,<~Zgc~,,. Indeed, otherwise (x, y) E C, x Dd for 
some (y, 6) < (cq /I). By (iii) of Lemma 4.1, we must have either y < CI or 6 < /I, say 
y<cc.Butthenx~C,~ Ua,<, C,,, a contradiction. Thus, (x, y) E X4,,, - Ur,<iZ,,,f,. 
For the other inclusion, let (x, y) E X,,,, - Ur,<rZ&ci,, for some [ < q - n2, and put 
(a, /I) = #J(<). We claim that x E A, - U,,caC,,, and y E B, - UpfcBDB,. Since 
(x, Y) $ &<JJ {C, x Da: (Y, 6) d M’)> = u {C, x Da: (Y, 6) < (x, B)} but (x2 Y) E 
(A, x BP) u u {C, x Da: (Y, 6) < (a, P)l, we must have (x, y) E A, x B,. If, on the other 
hand, x E UE,+C,!, then (x, y) E C,, x B, G C,, x D, for some d’ < cc; but 
(c(‘, /?) < (CY, B) by (i) of Lemma 4.1, so (a’, p) = 4(i’) for some i’ < i, and (x, y) E Z,,,.,, 
a contradiction. Similarly y $ Uap<,Dps and we are done. 0 
The following lemma will immediately give the first half of the main the- 
orem. 
Lemma 4.6. (a) 1f u E D*, and X, YE I-,,, then X x YE r,,. 
(b) lf(nn),, E 6, and X, YE U,,I’“,, then X x YE Unr,,,. 
Proof. We prove (a) and (b) by simultaneous induction (see the remark following the 
definition of D* and 0”). First, let u = 5-l-q-O E D,*. If n = 1 then r,, = zz and 
clearly X x YE E:. If q is indecomposable, apply Lemma 4.2 (for n = l), and if q = 2, 
apply Lemma 4.3 (for n = 1). Next, let (u,), E do, with u, = ~-lnq,nO, and 
put g = sup(q,). Then r] is indecomposable, and U,,r,,” = Uo<,,Da(Zi). If y = w 
then there exists n>l such that X, YE D,,@). By Lemma 4.3, 
X x YE D2&;) c UJ,,. If q = o P+l for some p > 0, then there exists n >/ 1 such 
that X, YE D,v.,(2$‘). By Lemma 4.2, X x YE D,,+(Z$ E u.run. And if q = ~9’ 
with lim(p), then X, YE D,v(Zi) for some 1 < v < p, so again by Lemma 4.2, 
x x YED,@) E Unru,. 
We go to the inductive step. Let us distinguish four cases, corresponding to the four 
closure properties. 
Case 1: u = 5-4~(u,), ED*, where (u,), E D satisfies (b). Then r, = 
SU(z;,O, (Jnru,), so we just apply Lemma 4.4. 
Case 2: u = 5-5-nn(u0, 0), where 9 is indecomposable and u0 E D*. By minimal- 
ity of D*, and since no(O) = 5, u,,(l) = 4 by definition of D, we must have 
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u. = 5--4~(v,), for some (u,), E fi. Since (u,), was constructed before u, we have that 
(u,), satisfies (b). Now apply Lemma 4.5. 
Case 3: (u,), E 6, where each u, E D* satisfies (a). Since (u,), is admissible, 
run < rum+ 1for each n, so obviously (u,), satisfies (b). 
Case 4: u, = 5h5h~nh(u, 0), where (u],), is strictly increasing and n = sup is 
indecomposable, and u ED*. Then UJ’,,, = Unc,,SD,((Zj, I’,,)), and as in Case 2, 
r, = Su(-Q, Unrv,) with (u,), E fi satisfying (b). If q = eP+l for some ~1 > 0 then 
there exists n > 1 such that X, YE SDwy.,((g, I’,)). By Lemma 4.5, 
x x YE so,p.n2((z& r,)) c lJnru,. Finally, if rl = wlr with lim(p) then X, YE 
SD,“((c, r,,)) for some 1 d v < CL, so again by Lemma 4.5, Xx YE 
sk((Q, 0) E Unr.,. 0 
Theorem 4.7. Zf u E D*, u(0) B 2, then r,, = [X] for some homogeneous jrst category 
space X with X =w X xX. 
Proof. Applying Lemma 2.5, there exists a homogeneous first category space X such 
that r,, = [Xl. By Lemma 4.6(a), X x X 6, X. Since clearly X d w X x X, we are 
done. q 
We will now show that each first category Bore1 ideal on o has Wadge class which 
is either some @, or which can be described by an element of D*. It should be noted 
that r, can very well be the Wadge class of a Bore1 ideal even if u $ D*, since the same 
Wadge class can have more than one description! 
The following simple criterion will be used. 
Lemma 4.8. Let X E 2” be such that r = [X] is non-self-dual. Suppose that 
X = A v B, where A, B E f. Then X x X is not Wadge-reducible to X. 
Proof. Let f, g:2O-+2” witness 2”-A, 2”-B $,X, and let 6:2”-+2”x2” 
be the diagonal map. Then ((fx g)o6)-‘[X xX] = S-‘[(2” - A) x (2” - B)] = 
(2” - A) n (2” - B) = 2” - X. Thus, 2” - X 6, X x X. Since [X] is non-self-dual, 
2”-X $_,X,sowecannothaveXxX d,X. 0 
Remark. Using the Wadge Lemma, it is not hard to show that for Bore1 Wadge 
classes the criterion not just implies but is in fact equivalent to X x X 6 w X. 
We first show that except for the classes 17,, ’ duals of described classes are not 
closed under products. 
Lemma 4.9. Let u E D, and suppose X x YE F,, wheneuer X, YE FU. Then u = 0 or 
u(1) = u(2) = 1. 
Proof. Suppose 0 # u E D does not satisfy u(1) = u(2) = 1, and put F” = [Xl. By 
assumption X x X <, X. We will derive a contradiction from Lemma 4.8, writing 
X = A v B with A, B E r,,. We distinguish five cases. 
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Case 1: u = ~-l-~-O. Let (A,),,V be an increasing sequence of ZF-sets such that 
2” - X = D&A,, tl < q). If u] is even, define B, = A, if a = b + 1, and B, = UBia~B if 
o! = 0 or lim(cc); put A = D,(B,, c( < v]). If q is odd, say q = c + 1, put 
A = D&A,, CI < [). In both cases, put B = 2” - U,<,,A,. Since rl > 2 we have 
B E D,(g), and also A E D,,(g), by Lemma 2.13(a). It is not hard to verify that 
X=AuB. 
Case 2: u = 5-2-r7-u*. Let C E Ad,,, A0 E F,,* and Al E r,* be such that 
2” - A = (A, n C) u (A, - C). Then X = ((2” - A,) n C) u ((2” - A,) - C). Since 
u*(O) > 5, both r,,. and F,,* are by Lemma 2.14 closed under intersection with 
a A0 <+ i-set, so A = (2” - A,) n C E r,,* G r,, and B = (2” - A,) - C E ?;* E r, (us- 
ing Lemma 2.13 (b)). 
Case 3: u = 4-3-v]-(no, Ui). Write 2”‘- X = (A0 n C,) u (A, n Cl) u 
(D - (C, u C,)), where Co, C1 E D,(g) are disjoint, A,, E fu,, Al E ru,,, and D E r,,. 
Then X = ((2” - A,,) n C,) u ((2” - A,) n Cl) u ((2” - D) - (C, u C,)). Now A = 
((2” - A,) n C,) u ((2” - A,) n C,) E Bisep(D,(Zi), I’,,,) G r,,, and since 2” - D E 
fu, G r,, (for r,, < r,,) and ~~(0) > 5, we have B = (2” - D) - (C, u C,) E r,,, by 
Lemma 2.14, so BE r, by Lemma 2.13(c). 
Case 4: u = 5--4~(u,),. Let 2‘” - X = U,,(A, n C,) with each A,, E U,,r,,, and 
(C,), a sequence of pairwise disjoint ZF-sets. Then X = (X n U,C,) u (2” - U,C,). 
By Lemma 2.12(b), A = X n U,,C. E r,,. Since supu,(O) > 5 2 1, there exists n < w 
such that u,(O) B 2 whence .Zp c TU,; thus B = 2” - Uncn E IZ,” c p,,, c r, by 
Lemma 2.13(d). 
Case 5: u = t--5~V/-(U,, Ui). Write 2” - X = Uol<,,(Aa - u,,<,C,,) u 
(D - Ua<,,Ca), where each A, E r,,, with envelop C, E A,, Ir and DE r,,, . Then 
X = Ua<,,((Ca - A,) - i,JafcaCors)u ((2” - D) - UacqCor). By Lemma 2.12(b), 
c, - A,Eru, with envelop C,, and by Lemma 2.12(a) B, = (C, - A,) u 
U or9<aCa,Eruo with envelop C,u IJolT<, C,, = C,. Thus, A = Ua<,,((Ca - A,) - 
u,4u = Ua<J& - Ua% C,,) E SD,( (ZF, I’,,,)) E r,,. Since 2” - D E Fu;, z f,,,, 
and by Lemma 2.12(a) FU,, is closed under intersections with @-sets, B = (2” - D) - 
U acgCa E r;,,, so B E r,, by Lemma 2.13(e). 0 
We now turn to the classes r,, proper. Here, things are more complicated. 
Lemma 4.10. Let u E D, and suppose X x YE r, whenever X, YE r,,. 
(a) 1fu = ~-l-~-O then ye E {1,2) or q is indecomposable; 
(b) u(l) # 2; 
(c) u(l) f 3; 
(d) ifu = 4-5-r/-(u,, ul) then u1 = 0 and q is indecomposable. 
hoof. Put [X] = r,, then X x X d w X. We will again apply Lemma 4.8. 
(a) Suppose q is decomposable and q 2 3, and put 8 = rl if r] is even, (3 = rl + 1 if q is 
odd. If q is finite, define e1 = 2, d2 = 8 - 2. If n is infinite, write r] = vi + qz with 
lim(~l)and~1,Yl2<~;define81=ill,and82=rlzifrliseven,82=vlz+1ifv]isodd. 
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It is not hard to verify that 0 = 0; + &, 2 d or, & < ‘I, and both I31 and e2 are even. 
Since e 2 q we can write X = D&l,, c1 < 8) for some increasing sequence (A&<0 of 
Et-sets. Now put A = DB1(Aa, tl < 0,) and B = D82(A0,+a, dl < 0,). Then X = A u B, 
and A, B E ?; by Lemma 2.13(a), contradicting Lemma 4.8. 
(b) Suppose u(1) = 2. Let C E O,(J$‘), A0 E fU* and A1 or,,* be such that 
X=(AonC)u(A,-C).AsinLemma4.9,A=A,nCandB=A,-Careini; 
by Lemma 2.13(b), contradicting Lemma 4.8. 
(c) Suppose u(1) = 3. Write X = (A, n C,) u (A, n C,) u (D - (C, u C,)) where 
Co, C1 E Ofl(J$?) are disjoint, A, E f,,,, Ai E r,, and B E I-,,, . First suppose that a1 = 0. 
Put A = (A, n C,), B = (A, n Cl). As in (b), A, BE F,,. If u1 # 0 then by Lemma 
2.13(c), Bisep(D,(Xj’), r,,) < I-, so A = (A0 n C,) u (A, n C,) E f,,. And B = D - 
(Co u Cl) E r,, G r, since r,, c r,, and ~~(0) > t, applying Lemma 2.14 and 
Lemma 2.13(c). Again, this contradicts Lemma 4.8. 
(d) Write X = Ua<J& - U,,<,C,,) u (D - U,<,C,) where A, E I-,,, withenvelop 
C, G A,+12 and D E r,,,. First suppose that ai # 0. Then we put 
A = Uol<,,(Aa - ua,c, C,,) E SD,((q, r,,,)) 5 p,, by Lemma 2.13(e); and 
B = D - ua<g C, E F,,, since r,, ( r,,, and FU, is closed under intersection with 
a @‘-set by Lemma 2.14. Now assume u1 = 0 and ye is not indecomposable. If 
r] = i + 1, we put A= U,<&A, - U,sc,C,f) and B = A, - UacIC,. Then 
A E SD,((J$‘, I’,,,)) E F,, by Lemma 2.13(e). By Lemma 2.12(b), C, - A, E r,, with 
envelop C,, and by Lemma 2.12(a) B, = (UaciCor) u (C, - AS) E r,,, with envelop 
(um<&) u C, = C;. Thus, 2”’ - B = B,, u (2” - C,) E SD,((.Z$ r,,)) G r, so 
B E fu. Finally, let q be a limit ordinal and write q = ~~ + qz with ql, qz < ‘I. Define 
A = Ua<JA, - &a C,,) E SD,,((g, I’,,)) c fu. For a < v],, define B, = Avl+,, 
Da = Cg,+a if M is infinite, B, = A,,,+._ 1, D, = C,,+,_ 1 if tl 3 1 is finite, and con- 
sider B. = 8 as element of r,, with envelop D, = UacqlCa. Since q2 is infinite it 
follows that B = Ua<,,l(& - U,,<,D,,) = Un<ql(Aql+a - Ua,<,,l+n~az). Clearly, 
BE SD,,((Z,O, r,,)) c f,,, and X = A u B. El 
Lemma 4.10(d) does not contain all of the restrictions of u if u(1) = 5: we now show 
that SD,((.Z$, r,,,)) is closed under products only if r,, is closed under products. 
Lemma 4.11. Let u = <-_5-qn(uo, 0) ED, and suppose X x YE r, whenever X, 
YEr,,. If A, BEr,, then AxBeT,,,. 
Proof. Suppose A, BE r,,, are such that A x B # I’,,,,. Put u. = 5-4-(v,),. By 
Lemma 4.4, there exist Zr, Z2 E u.r+ with Z1 x Z, I$ UJ”,. Since each rvm < rum+, 
and sup v,(O) > 4, we can find [Z] = rv, with v,(O) > 5 and Z x Z$ UJ”.. Then 
for each n, Ton < F ““+, E [Z x Z] by the Wadge Lemma. Since Z E r,,, by as- 
sumption [Z x Zl c r, = SD,((Z& r,,)) G PU(A.$‘+ 1, SU(2$, u.rJ) E PU(d~+ 1, 
PU(dFtl, U.c,)) = pU(4j)+l, Un,rv,) G pU(dF+l, CZxZl). Since A(CZl) = 
%m > 5 2 1, we have by Lemma 2.15 that A([ZxZ])>n([Z]) > 5 so 
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PU(dg+ 1, [Z x Z]) = [Z x Z]. Thus, [Z x Z] = r,,, but this contradicts 
~([ZxZ])>~=u(O). 0 
Finally, we turn to separated unions, the most complicated case. 
Lemma 4.12. Let u = ~n4n(u,), E D, and suppose X x YE r, whenever X, YE r,,. If 
A, B E /J,,I’,,,, then A x B E U,,r,,,. 
Proof. The proof is very similar to that of the previous lemma. Striving for a contra- 
diction, we again assume that [Z] = run, u,(O) > t 2 1, u. I’,” E [Z x Z]. Since 
Z E r,,, by assumption [Z x Z] c r, = SU(_I$ UnrU,) E PU(dF+ i, Unru,) c
PU(d$!+ i, [Z x Z]) = [Z x Z] since n([Z x Z]) > 5 by Lemma 2.15. Again, 
r, = [Z x Z], contradicting u(O) < A([Z x 21). 0 
As a consequence of Lemma 4.12, we cannot obtain a satisfactory description of the 
classes that are closed under products without investigating countable unions of 
Wadge classes. 
Lemma 4.13. Let u E D and [X] E {I’., fU} be such that X x X 6 WX, and put 
r = !J,[X”J. Then one of the following holds for some 4 2 u(0). 
(i) r = D@.$‘); 
(ii) r = u,<iD,(z$‘)f or some indecomposable ordinal A < co1 ; 
(iii) r = Uacl SD,((E,P, I’,,)) for some indecomposable ordinal /z < w1 and some 
u0 E D such that A x B E r,, whenever A, B E r,,,,. 
Proof. Let {TV, FU} be a minimal pair of non-self-dual Wadge Classes with 
5 = v(0) > u(O) such that there exists [Y] E {TV, f”} satisfying U.[X”] = U,[Y”]. 
Note that Y <,,, X or Y <, 2” - X, so since neither U,[Y”] G [X] nor 
U.[Y”] c [2” - X] we cannot have that Yx Y <<, Y. 
Case 1: u = ~^l-s^O. First suppose that v] is finite. If [Y] = r, then ‘1 B 3 by 
Lemma 4.10(a), and if [ fl = ?; then q 2 2 by Lemma 4.9; in both cases, 
i>,(zT) G [Y]. Let n 2 1 and Z E D,,(EF) be arbitrary. Since D,(J$‘) c Dzcn+ I,(JIF), 
we can write 2” - Z = Uy=e Zi with Zi E D2(JIF). Then 2” - Zi E [Y], SO we can find 
h : 2” --) 2” witnessing 2w-Zi <,Y. Let f=(fo,...,fn):20+(20)“+1, then 
f -I[ yn+l] = filzO (~“-Z~)=ZSOZEU~[Y”].T~US,U,<,D,(~~) c U,[Y”]= 
u. [X”]. Conversely, by Lemma 4.3, u,[X”] = U.[Y”] G /J,<,D.(Q so 
u,[X”] = ua<lDa(x$ for 2 = o. 
Now assume q is infinite, and let /I > 0 be such that wP < rl< c/?+l. By Lemma 
4.10(a), if [Y] = r, then & < q so D,@) c [Y]; clearly, the latter also holds if 
[Y] = 7;. Again, let n 2 1 and Z E Dw~.&$ be arbitrary. Then 
2” - Z E &.,(z,“) c Dw#+ + 1J ($). It is obvious that 2” - Z = U1=oZi with each 
Zi E Dwe(zF). Then 2” - Zi E [Y], SO as above Z Gw Y”+ ‘. It follows that 
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u a<o-Da(Z:) = t_h,fi., (,?$) G u.[ Yn] = U,[X”]. Conversely, by Lemma 4.2, 
u.cm = IJU” ] G u,<~+lD,(~~) so U,[X”] = UaclDa(L’Z)) for A= os+r. 
Case 2: u = 5-27-u*. Let [Z] = I;*, then by Lemma 4.9 either Z < ,+, Z x Z 
or r,a = z:, where y = u*(O) > <. First suppose r,,* = z:. Then [Y] G 
PU(LI~+~, D2(22y)) = D&E:) by Lemma 2.14; and by Lemma 4.3 (for n = 1) 
U”CX”I = tJ”CY” ] E Dz(L’t). Conversely, xy u II! E [Y], so if Z = Zr - Zo 
= Dz(Zi, i -c 2) E D2(L’y) and ft g: 2” + 2” witness Zr, 2” + Zo G,., Y, then 
(A g): 2” + 2” x 2” witnesses Zr n (2” - Z,) GW Y x Y. Thus, D2(2$ E [Y x Y] E 
U”CY”I = UnCX” ] and we obtain U,[X”] = D2(.E’$. 
Now assume that Z <,.,ZxZ; note that A([Z])>t> 1. Since A([ZxZ])a 
n([Z]) by Lemma 2.15, we have [Y] E PU(L$+~, [Z x Z]) = [Z x Z]. Since 
[Z] < [Y] by Lemma 2.13(b), we obtain U,[X”] = U.[Y’] = U,[Z”], contradic- 
ting minimality of [Y]. 
Case 3: v = 4-3-q-(u,,, ul). Let,Z E F,,,. Since r,, < r,,, as in Case 2 we obtain 
CYI z puv:+1, D2(2$‘)) = D2(Ev) if r,, = ,Ev (with y = ~(0) > <), or 
[Y] E PU(&+ 1, [Z x Z]) = [Z x Z] if Z cW Z x Z. Now follow the argument of 
Case 2. 
Case 4: u = 5-4~(u,),. First suppose that U.rvn is not closed under products. As 
in the proof of Lemma 4.11 we can find [Z] = TV” with o,(O) > 5 2 1 such that 
Unrv, E [Z x Z] and A([Z x Z]) > n([Z]) = u,(O) > r. Since II: E [Z x Z] we have 
r” z pw;+1, c Z x Z]), and clearly r, c PU(LI~+~, [Z x Z]); so [Y] E PU(LI~+~, 
[Z x Z]) = [Z x Z]. Since [Z] < [Y] by Lemma 2.13(d) this again contradicts min- 
imality of [Y]. So we may assume that U,,r”, is closed under products. Then r, is 
closed under products as well (Lemma 4.4). In particular, since I7!,? E r,, I-, is closed 
under intersections with @-sets (with the diagonal mapping 6 : 2” + 2” x 2” witness- 
ing A n B < w A x B). Also, I’, being closed under products implies that [Y] must be 
?;; thus, [Y] G SD,((Ei, r,)) by Lemma 2.13(e). By Lemma 4.5, 
U,[X”] = IJ,[Y”] c u,<,SD,((2$, r,)). Conversely, let n 2 2 and 
Z E SD,((E@, r,)) be arbitrary. Since SD,((J$, r,)) G SD,+ l((L’,O, r,)) by Lemma 
2.13(e), we can write 2” - Z = U,“=,(Ai - Uj~iCj) with Ai E r, and Ci E Ey; thus, 
Zi = Ai - Uj<iCj is the intersection of an element of r, with a ZIi-set, SO each 
zi E r,. As before, if f;: witnesses 2” - Zi Gw Y then (fO, . . ..f”) witnesses 
z = n;+(2” - zi) G, Y~+I, so Z E (_hU’“l. Thus, ~,<,SR,(<~:, I’,>) c 
UnCY”l = tJnCX”17 so (J”CX”l = Ua<l SD,((Ey, I’,,)) for ,I = w and r,, = r, 
closed under products. 
Case 5: u = 5n5nqn(~0, ur), where u. = 5n4n(~,),. First suppose that U,,r”, is 
not closed under products. As in Case 4, it follows that there exists [Z] = rO, with 
v,(O) > 5 2 1 such that r,, E [Z x Z]. Since r,, < J’,, we have (also applying 
Lemma 2.12(b) if [Y] = PO) [Y] c PU(LI~+~, r,,) c PU#+ 1, [IZ x z]) = [z x z] 
contradicting minimality of [Y]. So UJ’“,, and hence I’,,, is closed under products. 
Let /? Z 0 be such that oB < q < w @+l. By Lemma 2.13(e). [Y] G SD,,+ l((E;,O, r,,)) 
so UnWl = unlI~“1 c u a < w~+~SD,((zl!j’, I’,,,)) by Lemma 4.5. For the converse, 
let n > 2 and Z E SDd.,,((L’F, r,,,)) be arbitrary; then 2” - Z E ,SDw~.J(~~, f’,,,)) E 
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W,~.(, + t)(WF, r,,>) by Lemma 2.13(e), say 2” - Z = lJE< W8.(n + 1)(4 - Uat4&) 
where A, E r,, with envelop C, s ,%+I. For each i<n+l Put 
Zi = IJ{Aa - IJa’<aC;z’: cl9 *Z < C( < &*(i + l)} = (z4d.i u IJ {A, - Ua’<aCa’: 
wP.i<a<oB.(i+l)})n(2w-U a < we, iCa), which is an intersection of an element 
of SD,#((EE), r,,,)) with an element of @’ (if p = 0, we put 
SD&(Ez), r,,)) = SDi((,?$‘, r,,)) = r,,). Since Unrv, and r,, are closed under prod- 
ucts, SDJ(@, r,,)) is closed under products as well: this is obvious if p = 0, and if 
/? > 0 it follows from Lemma 4.5. Since @ s SD&(zF, r,,)), it follows 
as in Case 4 that Zi E SD&(zy, r,,,)) whence 2” - Zi E S%,l((zy, r,,)). NOW, if 
[Y] = FL, this immediately implies that 2” - Zi S, Y. If [Y] = r, then since r, 
is not closed under products we cannot have that both u1 = 0 and n = wp, by 
Lemma 4.5; if n = ~9 (so u1 # 0) then S%&(@, r,,,)) G SD&(zF, r,,), r,,) G [Y] 
by Lemma 2.13(e), and if n # oD then Sb,p((rT, r,,)) c SD& + ,((Z& L’,,,)) G [ YJ 
also by Lemma 2.13 (e). Thus, in all cases, 2” - Zi < w Y and as before it follows that 
Z= n;=o(2”-Zi) 6, Y”+’ whence Z E U,,[Yfl]. Thus, UI< (,,~l+lsD,((Z:, r,,)) c 
U,,[m] = U,[X”] SO U,,[X”] = Ua<lSD,((C& r,,))for ,? = &+l, with r,,closed 
under products. 0 
Lemma 4.14. Let (u,), be an admissible sequence of descriptions such that 
X x YE Unru, = r whenever X, YE r. Let y < sup u,(O). Then there exists an admiss- 
ible sequence of descriptions (v,), such that Unl’“, = r, sup v,(O) > y, and one of the 
following holds: 
(i) for each n, if A, B E Ton then A x B E TV,; 
(ii) for some 1 < 5 < wI,for each n, v, = ~-l-y,- 0, where (y,), is strictly increasing 
and sup(n,) is indecomposable; 
(iii) for some 1 d 4: < o1 and u ED, for each n, v, = 5^5_q,-(u, 0), where (n,& is 
strictly increasing, sup(q,) is indecomposable and A x B E r,, whenever A, B E r,,. 
Proof. As a preliminary remark, note that whenever we find an admissible sequence 
(u,), such that UnrU, = Unru, and sup o,(O) > y, then any subsequence of (v,), will 
have the same properties. Also, every sequence in a well-ordering contains a subse- 
quence which is either constant or strictly increasing. 
If infinitely many TUn are closed under products, we can find a subsequence (u,,), of 
(u,), satisfying (i), so we may as well assume that no T,,n is closed under products. 
Suppose there exist k and [X] = r,, such that U,[X”] = unru,. Then 
X x X 6, X, and clearly we can assume that ~~(0) > y. So applying Lemma 4.13, we 
can find 5 2 ~~(0) >y such that r = Dz(EF) or r = Ucr<lDrr(~T) or 
r = Uacl SD,((ZF, r,)) with 2 indecomposable and r,, closed under products. Since 
(u,), is admissible, r is not a Wadge class so r # D2(J$). The other cases clearly allow 
us to define (a,), as required by (ii) or (iii); note that sup v,(O) = 5 > y. 
If no such k exists then for each n, if TUn = LX,], there exists k(n) such that 
r, = u,~(X.)m] c rUx,“,. Changing to a suitable subsequence if necessary, we assume 
k, = n + 1. Since no rU, is closed under products, we obtain for each r,, some 
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5, 3 u,(O) for which r, satisfies one of the conclusions of Lemma 4.13. We again 
change to a subsequence so as to have all r,, satisfy the same case of these conclusions. 
By our preliminary remarks we can also assume that (t,,), is either constant or strictly 
increasing. Note that 5 = sup(&) > supu,(O) > y. If each r, = D2(Z&) then since r is 
not a Wadge class (5,)” must be strictly increasing; then r = uolc$‘~ and we easily 
find (u,), satisfying (i). 
Next, assume r,, = UaCl nD,(Z~J, with A,, indecomposable. If (&J, is strictly in- 
creasing we again find that r = Uai,$‘~. If (Q, is constant then r = uorilDa(Zi) 
where A = sup(&) (which is indecomposable), and we can define (u,), satisfying (ii). 
Finally, assume r, = u,, n,SD,((ZFm, Twn)), with A, indecomposable and 
T_ closed under products. Since the described Wadge-classes are well-ordered, we 
change to subsequences yet again to have the sequence (T,& either constant or 
strictly increasing in the Wadge-ordering. If (c,), is strictly increasing then 
SR(<~~~, rw,>) c Pu(&+l, rw,) 5 Pu(,&+,, r,“+,) = r,n+l by Lemma 2.14. 
Thus, r = UnTw,. Since r is not a Wadge class (r,J,, must be strictly increasing, so 
since w,(O) = <., we have that (w,), is admissible, and (u,), = (w,), satisfies (i). So let 
&, = 4 for each n, and first assume (T,,,,)” is strictly increasing. Put 
w, = 5n4n(w,(m)),; then for each rr there exists m, such that Umrw,(,,,) G r,,,,+,Cm,J, 
and since (w,+ i(m)), is admissible and sup w,+ i(m)(O) > 5 we may assume that 
%+1(%)(O) > 4. It follows that SR((Z$ rwn)) E PU(d,o+ 1, =V,o, Umrw,cm,)) E 
PLQQ+ 1, pwg+ 1, UlLV”O?l~ )I = PW~+ 1, Umrwncm,) _ fw:+l, rw.+,cm,,) = 
r w.+,(h) E r&+1’ applying Lemma 2.14 once again. Thus, r = Unr,,,,, and 
(a,,), = (wJ,, again satisfies (i). The only case left is where r, = UbLcrln~~oL((~F, r,)), 
with u = w, for each n. Then r= Uacl SD,((TF, r,)) for /z = sup(i,) which is 
indecomposable, and since r, is closed under products we can find (u,), satisfy- 
ing (iii). 0 
Remark. The point of y in the above lemma is to make sure that if we consider 
u = y-4-(u,), ED and change (u,), to (v,),, we still have v = y-49~“)~ ED (and of 
course r, = r,). 
We are finally ready for a converse to Lemma 4.6. 
Lemma 4.15. (a) Zf 0 # u E D, and X x YE r, whenever X, YE r,,, then r, = r, for 
some u E D* such that u(0) = u(O) and u(l) = u(1). 
(b) If (u,), is an admissible sequence of descriptions, and X x YE Unr,,, whenever X, 
YE UJ,,,, then UJ’,,, = U,,I’“,, for some (II,,), E 6. 
Proof. (a) First note that u(0) = u(0) always follows from r, = r,, by Lemma 2.14. 
Now suppose the statement is true for u’ ED satisfying r,,. < r,,. If u = <-l-~-O 
then by Lemma 4.10(a), u E 0: G D*; and by Lemma 4.10(b) and (c), u(1) $2, 3. 
If u = 5n4n(u,), then by Lemma 4.12, UJ,,, is closed under products, and since 
sup u,(O) > < we can apply Lemma 4.14 to y = 5. For the sequence (u,), thus obtained, 
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u = 5-4~(u,), is still a description and r, = r,. Suppose (u,), satisfies (i) of Lemma 
4.14. Since Ton < r,,, we can find w, E D* such that T,,, = TW,. Since w,(O) = u,(O) we 
have w = 5-4-(w,), E D, and clearly r, = r,,. By closure property (III) of D*, 
(w,), E 6 whence w E D* by closure property (I). Next, suppose (u,), satisfies Lemma 
4.14(ii), then clearly (u,), E fiO E 0” so u E D* by closure property (I). And if (u,), 
satisfies Lemma 4.14(iii), say u,, = [-S~n,,-(u’, 0), then by the inductive hypothesis 
r,, = r,. for some w’ E D* such that w’(0) = u’(O) = [ and w’(1) = u’(l) = 4. It follows 
that each w, = i^5-_rl,-(w’, 0) ED, so (w,), E 0” by closure property (IV). Put 
w = 5-4-(w,),; since w,(O) = u,(O), w E D. Thus, w E D* by closure property (I), and 
again r, = r,. 
Finally, assume u = <n5n~n(~0, ui). Then u1 = 0 and rl is indecomposable by 
Lemma 4.10(d), and r,, is closed under products by Lemma 4.11. Since r,,, < r, we 
have r,, = r,, for some u. E D* with ~~(0) = ~~(0) = 5 and ~~(1) = ~~(1) = 4. Thus, 
u = ~^5_n-(u,, 0) is still a description, and u E D* by closure property (II). 
(b) Apply Lemma 4.14 to find an admissible sequence of descriptions (u,), such that 
UnrU, = WV_. If (0,)” satisfies (i), then by (a) above we can find w, E D* such that 
ran = rwn. Since w,(O) = v,(O), (w,), will still be admissible, u,,r., = UJ,,,,, and 
(w,), E B by closure property (III). If (u,), satisfies (ii), then (u,), E fro E 0”. And 
if (u,), satisfies (iii) of Lemma 4.14, say u, = <n5c‘q,n(u, 0), then by (a) we can find 
w E D* with w(0) = u(0) = 4 and w(1) = u(l) = 4 such that r,,, = r,, so w, = 
5n5hv],n(w, 0) E D and (w,), E 0” by closure property (IV). 0 
Remark. If (u,), is any (not necessarily admissible) sequence of descriptions, such that 
X x YE unrU, whenever X, YE U,,I’,,,, then either UnrU, = r,,, for some k, so by 
Lemma 4.15(a) UJ’,,, = r, for some u E D*; or some subsequence (u,,)~ of (u,), is 
admissible (first find a strictly increasing subsequence of classes, then a further 
subsequence of descriptions to get the u,,(O) non-decreasing), so by Lemma 4.15(b) 
Unru, = U.rVn for some (v,), E 0”. 
Now, the second half of the main theorem. 
Theorem 4.16. Zf 0 # X s 2” is a homogeneous jirst category Bore1 set such that 
X E, X x X, then either X = lI$’ for some 5 > 3 or [X] = r, for some u E D* with 
u(0) > 2. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.4(a), [X] E {r,,, r‘.} for some u E D with u(O) > 2. If [X] = F,, 
then by Lemma 4.9 either u = 0 (but then X = 2” which is not first category) or 
[X] = @, where 5 cannot be 1 or 2 since X is first category. If [X] = r,, we just 
apply Lemma 4.15. 0 
In terms of ideals: 
Theorem 4.17. {[Xl: X is a first category Bore1 ideal on o} = {rU: u E D*, 
u(0) > 2) u {n;: 5 > 3). 
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Proof. Apply Theorems 3.5 and 4.16 for “ E “, and Theorems 4.7 and 3.5 for “ 2 “, 
noting that fl: is closed under products and generated by a homogeneous first 
category set because of Lemma 2.5. 0 
5. Ideals of compact sets 
In this section we will discuss complexities of Bore1 ideals of compact subsets of 
a compact metrizable space E. Since we want to consider Wadge classes, we will 
restrict our attention to zero-dimensional E; then ideals of compact subsets of E can 
be seen as ideals of compact subsets of 2”, so we will just determine the possible 
complexities of ideals in x(2”) = {K E 2”: K is compact and non-empty}. When 
equipped with the Vietoris topology, x(2”) is homeomorphic to 2”. 
Remark. In [l 11, x(E) is taken to include 0 (as an isolated point). The distinction is 
not essential, having x(2”) z 2” is just slightly more convenient for our purposes. 
If X is an ideal in x(2”), then as in Lemma 3.1 continuity of the union mapping 
x(2”) x Z-(2”)+ x(2”) yields X xX Q, X. Before we can apply our results of 
Section 4 to the current situation, however, we have to consider self-dual Wadge 
classes. In Section 4 these were avoided by the fact that ideals on o are homogeneous 
(combined with Lemma 2.4(a)). Since ideals of compact sets are not necessarily 
homogeneous (for example, if x is an isolated point of A E 2” then {x} is isolated in 
x(A)), we need the following lemma to take care of self-duality. 
Lemma 5.1. Let X c 2” be such that X x X 6 w X and [X] is self-dual. Then [IX] = A:. 
Proof. By the results of [15] (in particular Lemma 1.11) there exist U, U E D such that 
u(O) = 1, r, = Bisep($‘, r,) and [X] = d(T,,) = Sisep(dy, J’,). Let YE r,, say 
Y = (A,, n C,) u (A, n C,), with A,, E ffi, Ai E r,, and Co, Ci E 2:. If [X] # df 
then Zy G [Xl, so since also r, u f, G [X] we have each of &, Ai, Co, Cr E [Xl. 
As in Section 4, X x X d w X implies that X is closed under finite intersections, 
whence also under finite unions since [X] is self-dual. Thus, Y E d(T,,). Since Y was 
arbitrary and r,, is non-self-dual, we have a contradiction. 0 
Theorem 5.2. If 8 # X # x(2”‘) is an ideal of compact subsets of 2” then either 
[Xl = A:, or [X] = I7! for some 5 > 1, OY [X] = r,, for some u ED* such that 
u(2) E {1,2} q-u(O) = u(1) = 1. 
Proof. As noted above X x X <, X, so if [X] # A’: then by Lemma 5.1 there exists 
v E D such that [X] E {r”, PO}. If [X] = FU then by Lemma 4.9 [X] = ny for some 
r B 1. If [X] = r, then by Lemma 4.15 there exists u E D* with [X] = r,. If 
u(O) = u(l) = 1 (so [X] is some D,(Zy)) then by [ll], Theorem 9, X = x(A) for some 
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A E 02(Zy). Since 0 # X # x(2”) and [X] is non-self-dual, A is not clopen. Now if 
A is open then [X] = Zy, if A is closed (compact) then [X] = IZY, and if A is neither 
closed nor open then as in [ll], [X] = D2(Z?). Since [X] = r, we have [X] # fly, 
so [X] = D,(Zy) with q = u(2) E { 1,2}. 0 
Our final task is to show that the Wadge classes mentioned in Theorem 5.2 indeed 
contain an ideal of compact subsets of 2”‘. 
Theorem 5.3. Suppose r c x(2”‘) is a Wadge class satisfying one of the following: 
(i) r = A:; 
(ii) for some 5 3 1, r = @; 
(iii) for some u ED* such that u(2) E {1,2} ifu(0) = u(1) = 1, r = r,. 
Then there exists an ideal X of compact subsets of 2”’ such that [X] = r. 
Proof. If 8 # A # 2” is a clopen (resp. closed not open, resp. open not closed) in 2”’ 
then X = Z(A) has Wadge class A: (resp. @, resp. ,Z’y) in x(2”). If UP z A E 2” 
then ow z %(A) = X has Wadge class @. 
Fix a convergent sequence (x,), in 2”’ with limit x. For the case r = Dz(L’y) choose 
Y4{X ,,: n c co} u {x} and put A = {x,: n < co} u { y}; then as in [ll], Corollary 
1.3(i), it is shown that X = &C(A) has Wadge class D2(L’y). In each of the remaining 
cases, by Theorem 4.17 there exists a first category ideal Y on w such that [Y] = r. 
Define a homeomorphic embeddingj: S(o) 4 x(2”) byj(z) = {x,: n E z} u {x}, and 
put X = j[ Y ] u yr( { x,: n < co}) - (8); then clearly X is an ideal of compact subsets 
of 2”. By Lemma 2.4(c) j [ Y] = w Y, and j [ Y] = j [y(w)] n X is closed in X, so by 
Lemma 2.11 Y <w X. Also, since Pr( { x,: n < co}) is countable, and again using the 
fact thatj [ Y] is closed in X, we find that X E SU(Zi, r) = r by Lemma 2.4(b). Thus, 
XG,Y,soX=,Yand[X]=r. q 
Remark. In the above proof, Pr( { x,: n < 01) - (8) is a dense discrete open subspace 
of X, so X is Bane. This is in marked contrast to the situation regarding ideals on o, 
where Baire ideals are principal. However, I do not know whether X in the above 
theorem can be chosen both Baire and homogeneous (provided r is generated by such 
X at all of course, see [8]), but it can be shown that X can always be chosen first 
category (except for the cases where r G D2(Zy), when local compactness precludes 
this possibility) by the following alternative proof of (the last part of) Theorem 5.3. Let 
K = ({x}: x E 2”) c x(2”). Then K z 2”, so if r = [Y] then we can take a copy of 
Y inside K. The required ideal will be X = Pr( u Y) - {8}, the ideal generated by Y; 
the proof is identical to that used in [9] to obtain topological subgroups of 2” of 
various complexities. 
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